Luxury Handbags and Luggage
by Bertoni 1949
The story of Bertoni started way back in 1949. Riccardo
Bertoni with his partners, founded “Valigeria Bertoni.” They
initially produced luxury travel suitcases and trunks. Soon
after, Bertoni was offering high quality, leather wardrobe
suitcases, classic suitcases, plus American and wardrobe
trunks.
Located just few miles away from Milan, Bertoni was founded
and developed in Varese. Here they continue to maintain a
leading position in the market as a luxury, luggage
manufacturer. All Bertoni 1949 products are professionally
hand-made and made in Italy.
Bertoni 1949 fine, leather products are for those who desire
the quality, attention to details, and intense passion for
only the finest raw materials available.
Bertoni recently announced new pieces from its Heritage
Collection. The creative colors, colors, and new materials
truly express the spirit of the American Dream.
The Navajo Wardrobe Suitcase is covered with gorgeous Navajo
fabric. The edges of the suitcase are cleverly spiked with
leather details. Used inside the luxury suitcase is black
drill material and available with hangers made for the beech
and shirt compartment. You’ll also find multifunctional
drawers on the side. The stylish new suitcase is made from
customized palladium metals.
The new Wardrobe Suitcase is made from parchment that is
painted black. The suitcase inside is made from black drill
material. Like the Navajo model, this one has edges spiked
with leather details, includes the hangers and is made from
customized palladium metals.

Bertoni 1949 continues to expand its family of luxury leather
products. They utilize various types of leathers and materials
to stay ahead of the demand curve of its loyal, but demanding
customers who only want the best.

If you would like more information
on Bertoni 1949 and their fine,
leather products, please contact
The Life of Luxury. Want to read
more stories about other luxury
products, return and follow this
popular luxury blog.
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